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Overview

The overarching goal of our project is to develop 
a software infrastructure for facilitating the 
assessment, discovery, dissemination, and reuse 
of publicly accessible software and data 
products. As a preliminary step towards 
meeting this goal, we are prototyping: (1) 
iTracker, (2) CompChecker, (3) Catalog, and (4) 
Select-A-License tool.

The project has resulted in two prototypes of a 
catalog of scientific software and data products 
that can help the community in discovering 
these products while also helping the project 
leaders in publicly disseminating their products. 
Following are the URLs to these prototypes:

Opuntia: https://opuntia.online 

Software Discovery Platform (SDP): 
https://sdf.sdsc.edu 

Conclusion & Future Work

The project can help in quantifying the societal impacts of the NSF-
funded software and data products and in supporting their 
dissemination, discovery, and reuse. The project can be scaled to support 
the products funded by other funding agencies too.
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Software Interoperability

Can the selected software or data products interoperate with each 
other? Explored two aspects to find answers to this question:

• Technical compatibility: categorized software products (e.g., 
middleware, libraries, storage management software, and web 
applications), and analyzed how the different software products 
could be deemed compatible or incompatible based on the level 
of data exchange that can be supported between them directly or 
through adaptations  

• Legal compatibility: automated license comparison

Metrics Gathering

Automatic collection of metrics from publicly accessible GitHub 
repositories, GitLab repositories, and Google Analytics reports (as 
exported file) is supported. We have also developed an approach for 
making the code self-reportable on its use. Additional work is 
needed for ensuring that user-consent is obtained from the user 
before the software starts collecting and reporting its own metrics.

Feature for providing manually defined and editable set of metrics is 
also supported. 

Screenshot of a prototype of a 
catalog - Opuntia landing page

Screenshot showing 
CompChecker in action

Screenshot showing the Select-A-License 
tool in action

Screenshot showing a portion of the catalog 
page for Open OnDemand software product

The metrics shown below are automatically 
updated when these get updated in GitHub

The text of the suggested license

Search feature is available

Screenshot of a prototype of the 
catalog – SDP landing page

Relationships between different products 
are captured
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